The Ultimate Internet of
Things Guide for Marketers

35% of U.S. Consumers
Own a Smart Device

What, if anything, does the
Internet of Things mean for
marketers?

U.S. Smart Device Ownership (By Device Category)

20%

Smart TV

12%

In-Car Navigation

We live in amazing times. The very nature of what a product is has
been transformed by information technology. Products are becoming
complex systems that use sensors and software to shuttle data to other

5%

Fitness Tracker

systems. This is the Internet of Things, where every physical thing from
packing labels to ingestible pills can be connected to the Internet,
leading to an era of hyper-connectivity.

4%

Home Alarm Systems

Hailed as one of the most important technologies of the next 6 years,
analysts at Gartner have forecasted that there will be almost 5 billion
things connected by the end of 2015. And by the end of 2020 that
Smartwatch

2%

number will rise to 25 billion. That's more than three things connected
to the Internet for each person on the planet.

Smart Fridge or Other Home Appliances

1%

The world seems poised on the brink of yet another IT revolution.
Yet most of the discussion has revolved around the commercial
applications of the Internet of Things - manufacturing and supply
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chain, for example. What, if anything, does the Internet of Things
mean for marketers?

What IoT Means for
Marketers

5 billion

the number of ‘things’
expected to be connected
by EOY 2015

The McKinsey Global Institute estimates that the impact of the Internet

$6.2 trillion

expected impact of the
Internet of Things on the
global economy by 2025

Early Adopters of the Internet of Things (IoT)

of Things on the global economy might be as high as $6.2 trillion by
2025. Smart, connected products are providing an exponential

Percentage of Surveyed Industries Adopting the IoT

increase in new functionality and product utility, as well as the ability
to cross traditional product boundaries. Watches that can be used as

Industrial Machinery

18%

health trackers is just the beginning.
Soon, every physical thing will be connected to the web. Industries like
manufacturing have been some of the earliest adopters. While not
often thought of as the Internet of Things, industrial robots have shown

Automotive

17%

Consumer Electronics

17%

Telecom/ High Tech

17%

some of the greatest adoption. Not only are these smart, connected
robots found on the factory floor of a manufacturing plant, but they

15%

Aerospace & Defense

are also being found at technology companies as part of the supply
chain. Companies like Microsoft and Amazon are using these robots
for security management and warehouse logistics.
By comparison, consumers have mainly been interested in smart home

13%

Medical

8%

Metals and Mining

6%

Consumer Durables

appliances. The Nest thermostat, which regulates home temperature
and helps consumers save on energy bills is the biggest success in this
market to date.

CPG
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>10,000 Trillion Gigabytes of data by EOY 2015
Estimated exabytes of data produced by the Internet globally
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With very few commercial successes to point to, and the major
adoptions happening on the factory floor or as part of the supply
chain, marketers have had little to go on around opportunities posed
by the Internet of Things. Corporate leaders polled by McKinsey
admit that they lack a concrete understanding of the business
opportunities created by the upcoming revolution in smart,
connected products.

What the Internet of Things really means for Marketers
Packed with sensors, connected to the Internet, and able to house and
move streams of data, smartphones are the communications
infrastructure driving the Internet of Things. Innovations in smart labels
and smart packaging are giving marketers the ability to reach
customers in unprecedented ways. Printed electronics like near field
communication (NFC) labels and smart tags, image recognition
technology, and bluetooth stickers can turn a can of soup into a
digital marketing channel.
B. Bonin Bough, Vice President of global media and consumer
engagement at Mondelēz International recently referenced a study by
the consulting firm Bain that by 2020 every single consumer
packaged good sold in the grocery store will be connected to the
Internet. With 8 billion products shipped annually, smart, connected
packaging could feasibly turn Mondelēz into one of the world’s
largest technology companies.

With 8 billion products shipped
annually, smart, connected
packaging could feasibly turn
Mondelēz into one of the world’s
largest technology companies.

Smart, connected products will allow marketers to form new kinds of
marketing relationships. These products will provide marketers with
more data on their customers than ever before, allowing for greater
personalization of marketing messages, better positioning, and more

How Will the IoT Most Benefit
Your Organizations’ Business
Goals?

nuanced segmentation.
Collecting all of this product usage data is one thing, but analyzing it

30%

Move from selling products to services

and drawing appropriate insights from it will be an entirely separate,
and significant challenge. Should marketers succeed in this task
however, the prize is not just more data but rather a seamless
customer experience.

27%

New business models

For example, Hilton Hotels, a legacy global brand, is blending digital
and physical by rolling out smartphone based check-in and room key

16%

Improve customer satisfaction & engagement

functionality across it’s 4,000 plus properties. By combining
innovation in front-of-house service with more efficient back-end
operations, Hilton is beginning to redefine the customer experience of
their hotels. It is not difficult to imagine saved custom guest heating

Increase productivity operations & infrastructure

10%

and lighting preferences, push travel suggestions and deal
notifications, and automated luxury services.
Improve product design & build new products

Reduce maintenance costs & system downtime

Source: SAP 2014
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Opportunities to Redefine
Customer Experience

Retail

Fitness and Healthcare

Open APIs will turn every product or packaged good into a

Healthcare marketers have an opportunity to transform the

marketing channel. Digitally enhanced customer service, interactive

customer experience by pulling data from connected devices (like

store displays, rapid fulfillment, printed electronics like smart tags and

smart asthma inhalers) around usage and schedule medicine

NFC labels, image recognition technology, mobile apps, new point-

supply replacements, or suggest more personalized drugs and

of-sale systems, mobile payment systems, application program

health plans. Wearable sensors like FitBit or Ralph Lauren’s

interfaces (APIs) and advanced customer relationship management

upcoming Polo Tech Shirt are allowing consumers to understand

analytics are just some of the technologies that will enable marketers

their personal fitness at a deeper and more nuanced level than

to completely reinvent the customer experience of the brand. Recently,

ever before. The Polo Tech Shirt streams athletic performance

Walgreens allowed developers to access its photo printing services

biometrics like heart rate, movement intensity and energy output to

through APIs, which led to the creation of applications that allowed

the cloud. One could easily imagine integrations with FitBit and

users to print photos from Facebook and Instagram. The popularity of

Nike+ to give the wearer a unified experience of their athletic

these applications enhanced customer engagement and led to a six-

performance.

fold increase in revenue from these customers.
Home Automation
Automotive

With virtually every device in the home soon to be smart and

According to estimates by Business Intelligence, Telefonica, IHS

connected, the consumer experience of home entertainment,

Automotive, GSMA and others, by 2020 100 million new cars will

lighting, cleaning, and temperature control (to name just a few) will

have their own Internet connections. Email dictation and web surfing,

be seamless. Connected TVs are the biggest consumer success of

self-driving cars, automated repairs and maintenance, driver alerts of

the Internet of Things. According to eMarketer, ⅓ of homes already

congestion and delays, and even car-to-car communication are just

have a connected TV. Philips Lighting, which lets consumers create

some of the possibilities. What are these features’ implications for

personalized mood lighting systems that can be controlled via a

marketers? Automotive companies can make more personalized

tablet or smartphone, has an API that can communicate with video

recommendations on what car to buy, features, and affordable

streaming service Netflix. While watching a movie, the lighting will

pricing options based on data driven and nuanced customer

change to reflect scene colors creating an experience that extends

demographics. Companies like Ford are investing in the development

beyond the screen. At the same time, the lighting can be

of new business models and partnerships including Zipcar-like car

programmed to to blink if they detect an intruder adding new

sharing, and Uber-esque on-demand services.

functionality to the lighting as a security system.
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IoT: Enterprise-Process vs Consumer-Facing
As this report has shown, the Internet of Things will transform the business landscape, blurring product boundaries and exposing companies to new
competition. From supply chain and logistics, to operations, management, strategy and design, smart, connected products are changing the way
companies think about processes and design. Case studies like Hilton’s tell a two-sided story for the digitally enabled business. There is the consumerfacing product - the user interface, design, the actual physical product itself, and then there are the processes operating on the back end. Together they
create a single unified customer experience.
Unified Customer Experience
Enterprise Processes
Supply Chain and Distribution (data automatically sent to suppliers on specific

Consumer-facing
Time saving (home automation like floor cleaning iRobots)

package and item refills; robot-powered or unmanned aerial vehicle fulfillment)
Product Design (comprehensive monitoring on how a product is used and who

Multi-functionalism of single products (Philips Lighting which dynamically

used it to be fed back into product design to create greater value in a virtuous cycle

changed based on scenes in a movie, that then doubles as a security system)

of improvement)
After-sale service and logistics (predictive maintenance and decreased

Cost Saving (home automation like Nest thermostat which tells consumers about

downtime and breakdowns for everything from MRI machines to mining equipment

energy usage and adjusts temperature based on individualized preferences; new

and cars)

business models like Ford’s experimentation with ridesharing)

Human Resources (new skill sets around design, software engineering, systems

Tell me more about myself (data journalism and storytelling by combining

engineering and big data analytics will need to be brought into companies)

various data streams from things like FitBit and Ralph Lauren’s Polo Tech shirt and
providing personalized recommendations around products and habits)

Customer Service (data from product usage instantly made accessible to customer
support; predictive customer support eliminating the need to phone a problem in)
Systems Security (management of sensitive and confidential data)
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Cross-Department
Benefits

Business Benefits of the IoT

The ability of smart, connected products to “talk” with one another
and send data back to companies has the potential to create
enormous cross-department benefits. The Internet of Things is creating
46%

Operational Efficiency

a circulatory system that flows in and out of every single product and
through the entire enterprise, eliminating data silos. Some of these

34%

Customer Service

31%

Intraorganizational Collaboration

cross-department benefits include:
– Data which allows for further segmentation for marketers, and at
the same time gives product designers and engineers more

29%

Strategic Decisionmaking

information about who uses their product and how.
– As goods and services are sold, data on order fulfillment, web

25%

Profitability

traffic, and the rate at which items are taken off the shelves can be
sent to suppliers for re-ordering and marketers for insights on

24%

Revenue Growth

successful campaigns.
– Product usage data which gives customer service representatives

23%

Innovativeness

accurate reporting on malfunctions or issues can be sent to product
designers and engineers to create long-term improvements and

22%

Employee Satisfaction

fixes.
– Data from sensors or other sources can give human resources and

15%

Data and Physical Security

training departments information on how employees use specific
equipment, and give greater focus to follow-up training and

13%

Interorganizational Collaboration

support.
– Product data which gives marketers the ability to send more

12%

Time to Market

personalized messages can be shared easily with sales for more
timely and relevant outreach.

Do not Know

1%

– More accurate business intelligence and financial forecasting
feeding senior executives, product teams, sales, marketing, and

Source: Cisco

virtually every department in the enterprise important intelligence.
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